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LIFE CREATES CONDITIONS CONDUCIVE TO LIFE



WE-Site

➢What did Nature/Life teach us this past week?

➢What are we noticing?





Industrial Ecological Societies
➢Linear

➢Win-lose

➢Extraction/exploitation

➢Technology controls people/nature

➢Mechanistic

➢Remote

➢Uniformity

➢Control manipulate

➢Economy of scale

➢Cash flow…

✓Cyclical

✓Win-win

✓Symbiosis/Harmony

✓Nature/People-designed technology

✓Organic

✓Community/context oriented

✓Celebrate diversity

✓Nurture Creativity/Feedback

✓Ecology of scale

✓Life Flows









Creating conditions conducive to life is not optional;

it’s a rite of passage for any organism that manages to fit in here over the long haul.

~ Janine Benyus



Life’s Principles

❖Lessons from Nature

❖Design lessons from Nature

❖Life is interconnected and interdependent

❖Life has evolved a set of strategies that have sustained it over 3.8 
billion years

❖These principles represent overarching patterns found amongst the 
species thriving and surviving on Earth



Life’s Principles (cont.)

❖By learning from these deep design lessons, we can model innovative 
strategies,

❖measure our designs against these sustainable benchmarks

❖and allow ourselves to be mentored by Nature’s genius using this 
principles as our inspirational ideals.

LIFE CREATES CONDITIONS CONDUCIVE TO LIFE
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Life’s principles



Alpine wildflowers bloom at different times in the season. The greater the 
diversity of species in a meadow, the higher the chance a passing pollinator 

will find life-sustaining nectar throughout the summer.

How can you incorporate diversity, increasing success in a variety of 
conditions? 

Adapt to changing conditions…
Incorporate diversity…. 



During childbirth, the body releases oxytocin, a hormone that eases the 
mother’s pain while also increasing contractions, which then releases more 

oxytocin. The ‘feedback loop’ of signal and response continues until the 
baby is born.

Can you name some feedback loops you use that result in effective responses?

Be locally attuned and responsive 
Use feedback loops



• Consider cooperative 
behaviors

• Mutual benefits

Cooperative Behavior



Evolve to Survive: Integrate the unexpected
How can you integrate ‘mistakes’ that may provide surprising benefits?



Engage in cyclic information flows to modify a reaction and turn to a response appropriately

Use short, simple feedback loops



Create conditions to allow components

to interact in concert to move toward

an enriched system.

Self-organize



Humans Trying to act like birds!

Photo credit: Bowine Wijffels



MUTUALISM
(+)    (+)





For example: what do you know 
about eco-systems?

• Life has spent 3.8 billion years 
learning

• Life has come up with some 
amazing systems

• Life has a set of Life’s Principles
and we can find them in this 

wetland ecosystem

Good news!



an eco-system is about relationships
…nature is always collaborating



• We’re moving from an industrial era to an

ecozoic era, and we, our communities and 
organizations must adapt.

• Nature can be an inspiration, a mentor, and a

model in this process.

• This shift requires a whole-systems approach:

structures, behaviors, hearts and minds.

Review



As we ponder we:

① Affirm what is working well

② Integrate the unexpected

③ Reshuffle information…mix it up

④ Let go of what doesn’t work

We do so with integrity, in a reflective collaborative way, with humor and 
humility. Knowing that Nature is willing to teach us.

Life’s Principles for Evolution



• TIME TO PONDER

What are you thinking, feeling?



•Invite Nature to be a teacher, a 
mentor, and a model for our 
spiritual journey?...

•I-site What am I learning?

•WE-site What are we learning?

•Treasure these in your hearts…

How do we…





What a Wonderful World!

✓Continue with your 20 minute (or more) I-site which we will use as 
our opening ritual/prayer next Monday

✓For those in the Catholic Christian tradition who are observing Lent, 
what connections can you make to this treasure of your spiritual 
journey?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rBrd_3VMC3c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rBrd_3VMC3c
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